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Abstract-In phylogenetic analysis, a standard problem is to approximate a given metric by 
an additive metric. Here it is shown that, given a metric D defined on some finite set X and a 
nonexpansive map f : X + R, the one-parameter family of the Gromov transforms DApf of D 
relative to f and A that starts with D for large values of A and ends with an additive metric for 
A = 0 consists exclusively of metrics. It is expected that this result will help to better understand 
some standard tree reconstruction procedures considered in phylogenetic analysis. @ 2002 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a finite set X of cardinality n 1 2, a symmetric map 
D:XxX-+W:(x,y)l--+xy, 
from X x X into R, a map f : X --+ W, and a nonnegative real number A, the Gromow transform 
DApf of D relative to f and A has been defined in [l] (see also [2,3]), where the biological moti- 
vation for this construction within the context of phylogenetic analysis has also been discussed. 
First, one considers the Fatis transform (cf., [4]) Df of D relative to f defined by 
Df:XxX-+R:(x,y)++xyf:=xy-f(x)-f(y). 
Then one forms the (unique!) largest symmetric map D’ from X x X into W below Df---also 
denoted by (Df)*-that satisfies the inequalities 
D’(x, 4 5 ma CD’& Y), D'(Y, 4) + A, 
for all x, y E X. And then one defines DA*f as the Farris transform D$ = ( (Df)A)g of (Dr)A 
relative to the map g := -f. 
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It has been observed in [l] that DA*f coincides with the largest (A, f) additive map below D in 
&(X), the space of all symmetric maps from X x X into R, i.e., it coincides with the (necessarily 
unique) largest map D” in &(X) satisfying the inequalities 
D”(z,Y) 5 W,Y) 
and 
D”(x, ~)f I mw (D”(z, s)f, D”(Y, a)f) + 4 
for all z, y, L E X, and that Df := D”*f is an additive’ metric for every metric D E &(X) and 
for every f in the tight span 
T(D) := {f E Rx : f(z) = max(zy - f(y) : y E X) for all 2 E X} 
of D. More generally, it was shown there that, given some D E l&(X) and some f E Rx, the 
inequality DAvf (2, y) 2 0 holds for all A 2 0 and all z, y E X if and only if Df (cc, y) 2 0 holds 
for all z, y E X if and only if Df (xc, z) 2 0 holds for all z E X if and only if the inequality 
f(y) 5 zy + f(z) or, equivalently, 
If(y) - f(z)1 = m=(f(y> - f(z), fb) - f(Y)) 5 xv 
holds for all 2, y E X, i.e., if and only if the map 
x x x 4 w : C&Y> I-+ If(z) - f(Y)1 
is a map below D or, still equivalently, if and only if the map f : X -+ R is a nonexpansdve map 
considered as a map from the metric space (X, D) into W, endowed with its standard metric. 
Consequently, a Gromov transform D AJ of a map D in &(X) relative to some A 2 0 and 
some map f : X + W will be called a proper Gromov transform of D if If(z) - f(y)1 5 zy holds 
for all 2, y E X. Here, we now want to show that proper Gromov transforms of metrics always 
are metrics, too. More precisely, the following result will be established. 
THEOREM 1.1. GivenasymmetricmapD:XxX-+W:(z,y)~zyandamapf:X+W, 
the map DAyf is a A-additive metric for every A 1 0 if and only if the following two (obviously 
necessary) conditions are satisfied: 
(i) D is a metric, and 
(ii) If(y) - f(z)1 I sy holds for aJJ z,y E X. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
In view of the fact that D = DAvf holds for every sufficiently large number A, it is obvious that 
Condition (i) in Theorem 1.1 must hold if DA*f is a metric for all A 2 0. Further, Condition (ii) 
must hold, too, in view of the results from [l] quoted above. 
To establish the converse, we will need the following definitions and results. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given a symmetric map D : X x X + lR and a map f : X ---) W, put 
A,(D) := max{zyj - max(saf,ayf) : z,y,a E X} 
and 
X(s,y) = X~f(z,y) := {a E X : zcyf - max(zaf,ayf) = A,(D)). 
‘A map D in S2(X) is called additive if zy+uu 5 max(zu+yv, zv+yu) holds for all z, y, u, v E X or, equivalently, 
if it is (0, f) additive for every map f of the form f = ha : X + R : z I-+ za for some a E R. 
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The next three results are crucial for the proof of our theorem in the next section. 
LEMMA 2.3. If X(x, y) # 0 holds for some x, y E X, we have necessarily 
If(x) - ft~)I 5 XY - A,(D). 
PROOF. Choose some a E X(x, y) and note that za - f(a) > -f(z) and ya - f(a) 2 -f(y) 
implies 
XY - Af(D) = f(x) + f(y) + XY~ - AAD) = f(x) + f(y) + m~(xq~w~) 
= md(y) + xa - f(a), f(x) + w - f(a)) 
L mdf(y) - f(x), f(x) - f(Y)) = If(x) - f(Y)I. I 
LEMMA 2.3. Given some D E &(X) and some f E RX with A,(D) > 0, there exists some 
positive real number E = e(D, f) 5 A,(D) and some symmetric map kf : X x X + Ne such that 
DAtf (2, Y) = xy - kj(xc, y)@jP) - A) 
holds for all x,y E X and all A in the interval [A,(D) - e,Af(D)]. The map Icf satisfies the 
condition 
kf (x7 Y) 2 1+ kf (x9 Y I a), 
with 
kj(x, y I a) := min{kj(t,u) : t E {x, y}, xyj = tuj + A,(D)}, 
for aJJ a E X(x, y), and it is the smallest such map, i.e., we have 
kj(x, Y) = -41 + kjtx,~ I a) : a E X(X,Y)), 
in case X(x, y) # 0 and 
kf (x, Y) = O 
in case X(x, y) = 0. 
In particular, zy - A < f(s) - f(y) implies kj(x, y) = 0 in view of the previous lemma, 
"yj =yq+A,(D)>su+ A,(D) 
implies 
and 
kj(“9Y) 2 1+ kj(Y,U) 
implies 
xyj = xaj + A,(D) = yuj + A,(D) 
kf (x, 9) 2 1 + min (kf (x,u), kf (y, u)) . 
PROOF. The simple and straight forward proof of this lemma is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume wearegivensomemetricll E &(X), andsomef E Rx with if(~)-f(v)1 > 
uv for aJJ u, v E X. Assume furthermore that xz = xy + yz and a E X(x, y) holds for some fixed 
elements x, y, z, a E X and put A := Ar(D). Then, we have either 
or 
utj < xuf = xzf -A, xyj-A=xuf, and YZj + WY) = O, (1) 
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xyf-A=ayf, and ay + yz = az, (2) 
or 
azf = xaf = xzf -A, YZf + WY) = 0, xyf-A=xaf=ayf, and ay+yr = az. 
PROOF. Clearly, our assumptions A = Af(% xyf -A = m=(xaf,ayf), YZ 2 f(z) -f(y), and 
ay + yz 2 az imply 
max (xaf, azf) 2 xzf - A, xyf - A L xaf,ayf, YZf + 2f(Y) 2 0, 
and 
aYf + Y.zf + 2f(~) L azf, 
respectively. Thus, we have 
max (xaf,azf) > xzf - A = xyf + yzf + 2f(y) - A 2 xaf + yzf + 2f(y) 1 xaf, 
as well as 
max(xaf,azf)>_x~f-A=xyf+yzf$2f(y)-ALayf+yzf+2f(y)>axf. 
However, we have either max(xaf, azf) = xaf or max(xaf, azf) = atf, and the former implies 
xaf = xzf - A, xyf-A=xaf, and YZf + 2f(Y) = 0, 
while msx(xaf, azf) = azf implies 
azf = xzf - A, xYf - A = aYf, and ayf + yzf + 2f(y) = azf, 
or equivalently, 
azf = xzf - A, xyf - A = ayf , and ay+yz=aaz. 
So, we have either 
azf < xaf = xzf - A, xyf-A=xaf, and YZf + 2f(Y) = 0, 
or 
or 
xaf < azf = x.zf - A, xyf-A=ayf, and ay+yz=az, 
azf = xaf = xxf -A, YZf +2f(y) = 07 xyf-A=xaf =ayf, and ay+yz = az, 
as claimed. I 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We can now return to the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to see that all we need to show is 
that Assumptions (i), (ii), and A := Of > 0 imply that kf(x,z) 2 kf(x, y) + kf(y,z) holds for 
all x, y, z E X with xz = xy + yz. We will do this by “induction” relative to xzf, i.e., we assume 
that our claim holds for all x’, y’, z’ E X with x’z’ = x’y’ + y’z’ and x’z; < xzf. 
If kf(x, y) + +kf(y, z) = 0 holds, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we may assume that, 
say, kf(x, y) is positive. Thus, we can choose some a E X(x, y) with 
kf(x,y) = I + kf(xy, y I a>. 
Clearly, the four elements x, y, z, a satisfy the assumptions in Lemma 2.4 implying that any one 
of the three cases considered there must hold. 
In case (l), we get 
kf(x, z) L 1+ kf(x, a), kf(x, y) 5 I + kf(x, o) 
(in view of x E {t E {x, y} : taf = xyf - A}), and kf(y, z) = 0, which together implies our claim 
kf(x, z) > I + kf(x, o) > kf(x, Y) = kf(x, Y) + kf(y, z). 
In case (2), we get 
kf(x, 2) 2 1+ k&r, a), kf(x>y) I 1+ kf(y,a) 
(in view of y E {t E {x, y} : taf = xyf - A}), and kf(z,a) 1 kf(z, y) + kf(y,a) (in view of 
zuf 5 xzf - A < xzf and our induction hypothesis). Together, this also implies our claim 
kf(x, z) 2 1+ kf(z, o) L I+ kf(z, Y) + kf(y, a> L kf(x, Y) + kf (z, y). 
Finally, in case (3)) we get 
kf(y, z) = 0 and uy+ yz = uz, 
as before, as well as 
kf(x, z) 2 1+ min(kf(x, a), kf(u, z)) and kf(x, y) = I + min(kf(x, a), kf(o, y)). 
Thus, our induction hypothesis implies 
. 
kha) 2 kfb,Y) + kf(y, a) = kf(y, ~1, 
which implies in turn that 
kf(x:, z> 2 1+ min(kf(x, a), kf(a, z)) 
2 1+ min(kf(x, a), kf(o, Y)) = kf(x, Y> = kf(x, Y) + kf(z, Y> 
must hold in this case, too. Together, this establishes our theorem. I 
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